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Abstract
Steganography is a security method that hides secret data inside cover media where
the very existence of the embedded secret data is not perceptible. The cover object can be
image, audio or video; the most commonly used is an image file.
This thesis presents a model for protecting the security and integrity of secret data
embedded in grayscale images, to detect alterations to the secret data that can happen
during transmission, and to protect secrecy of the secret data through adding decoy data.
A proposed model is presented in which a secret image is embedded in a grayscale
cover image, together with file checksum of the secret data and an extra bit pair per byte to
serve integrity verification. The secret data is read as a stream of bytes and the bytes are
split into four pairs of bits, the group of four pairs are hidden inside uncompressed
grayscale images using the 4LSB replacement technique. A decoy bit pair which represents
the inverse of the data bit pair is combined with the data bit pair and stored in the right half-
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byte of a cover byte. The decoy bit pair serves in verifying that the data bit pair has not
been changed, and in protecting the secret data if an adversary manages to uncover the
embedded data. Extraction of the secret file is achieved through merging the four hidden
data pairs into bytes. During the extraction process, a pair comparison between data and
decoy pairs is performed to detect alterations. Also, the file checksum is calculated for the
extracted secret data. A checksum comparison between the embedded and re-calculated
checksums is used to detect alterations, as a second detection method, in case an alteration
is missed by the pair comparison. A list of location and content of the altered bytes are
produced, to help in investigating the attacks. This model is implemented in the MATLAB
R2015a environment. The model is evaluated using 1000 BOSSbase public grayscale
images. The secret image size represents 25% of the cover image's size. The purpose of the
evaluation is in two folds, detection accuracy and imperceptibility. The detection accuracy
is the ratio of detected to altered bytes, which was %99.6. Measuring imperceptibility was
based on the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) metric value, between stego and clean
images. The PSNR value was calculated as PSNR1, for embedding straight decoy with the
data pair, PSNR2 for embedding with inverted decoy, and PSNR3 for embedding without
decoy. The PSNR3 value was the highest because only 2 bits were embedded. The PSNR2
value was higher than PSNR1, due to the inversion of the decoy pair. Minor visual

XV

differences were noticed in some clean / stego pairs, due to using grayscale images,
however, it will not be observed without close examination of both images. An alternative
2LSB embedding scheme is proposed where the data and decoy pairs are embedded in
alternate bytes, which has eliminated any visual discrepancy.
Keywords: steganography, secret data, stego image, embedding, extracting, pair
comparison, checksum, decoy data.
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التحسين األمني إلسلوب اإلخفاء في الصور بإستخدام خصائص السالمة المتضمنة
إعداد
زينة طلعت رشيد الونداوي
إشراف
الدكتور مظفر الجراح
الملخص
تعددتقتية د ق سددت نوةرا يف

قيس د رمقيةو د قي ددلقتان د قيري وةددو قيرسددف قتيا د قأاط د قرسددو طق

فقة د ق د قالق ة ددإقرتفيوقردددرتقيري وةددو قيرسددف قيرةتضددةة .ق ة ددإقأإق ددرإقةيتددراقيرنطددووق ددرف قأرق
ر قأرق ت ر قريأل ثفقش رعوقهرقير رف .
تيددتهقهددألطقيألطفري د قةةرألدددوقريةو د قأةددإقرسددلة قيري وةددو قيرسددف قيرةضددةة ق د قير ددرفقألي ق
يرتتفجقيرفةوتي قر شفقعإقيرتن يف قع د قيري وةدو قيرسدف قريرتد ق ة دإقأإقتيدتلقأثةدووقييفسو ي ضدوق
ريةو قسف قيري وةو قيرةان قةإقال قرضو قي وةو قتةر ه  .ق
عفضقيرةةرألجقيرةيتفحققتضة إق درف قسدف ق د قاطدووق درف قألي قتدتفجقفةدوتي قررد قدوةدمق
يرةدةددراقيالاتيددوفيقرة ددفقيري وةددو قيرسددف قرضرجقيتددو قرضددو قر د قرييددتقيو د قةددإقأد د قيرتيي د قةددإق
سلةتهو.ق تهققفيو قيري وةو قيرسف ق ت وفقةإقريتي قيريو ق قر تدضأقيريو قرر قأفيع قأضريجقةإقيريتدو

ق

ي ددلقتان د قةدةرع د قيألفيع د قأضريجققتيا د قير ددرفقا ددفقيرةضددنرط قرألي قيرتددتفجقيرفةددوتيقيوسددتاتيهق
تية قيستيتي قLSB4ق.قر دتهقيردةدبقيد إقضرجقيريتدو قيرتةر ه د قيردأليق ةثد قةع دراقضرجقيتدو قيري وةدو ق
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ةبقضرجقيتو قيري وةو قر اضإق د قة دفقيريو د قيأل ةدإقريو د قيرتنط د .قر سدوعتقضرجقيريتدو قيرتةدر ه ق
قيرتيي قةإقأإقضرجقي قيري وةو قرهق تن ف قري ضدوق د قيةو د قيري وةدو قيرسدف قرأليقتة دإقيرا دهقةدإق
شفقيري وةو قيرةضةة  .ق
تيي د قيس ددتافيجقيرة ددفقيرس ددفيقةددإقا ددل قتة ددعقأضريجقيري وة ددو قيالفيع د قيرةان د د ق د د قري ددتي ق
ضريجقي إقيري وةو قريالضريجقيرتةر ه قر شفقعإق
يريو .قال قعة قيالستافيج ق قر تهقردفيوقةيوفة قيال ق
يرتن د يف .قأ ضددو ق ددتهقيسددومقيرةدةددراقيالاتيددوفيقرة ددفقيري وةددو قيرسددف قيرةسددتافد .قرتسددتاتهقةيوفةد ق
ر ةدةراقيالاتيوفيقي إقيري ةت إقيرةضةة قريرت قتهقرعوت قيسويهوقر شفقعإقيرتن يف ق طف ي ق شفق
ثوة ق قيور قا ومق شفقيرتن فقةإققيد قةيوفةد قيالضريج.ق دتهقرةتدوجققو ةد قيرةرقدبقرةيتدراقيريو تدو ق
يرةتن د ددف قر ةسد ددوعت ق د د قيرتيي د د ق د د قطي ع د د قيرهدةد ددو .ق د ددتهقتةن د ددألقهد ددأليقيرةة د درألجق د د قي د د قةد ددوتلمق
.R2015aق د د ددتهقتي د د د د هقيرةةد د د درألجقيوس د د ددتاتيهق0111قة د د ددإقير د د ددرفقيرفةوت د د د د قيرعوةد د د د قة د د ددإقةدةرعد د د د ق
) .(BOSSbaseق
ةث قيدهقير رف قيرسف ق٪52قةإقيدهق رف قيرنطووقر تةث قيرندفضقةدإقيرتي د هق د قشدي إ ق
تق د قير شددف قرعددتهقيرةيسرس د .قتق د قير شددفقه د قةسددي قير شددفقعددإقيريو تددو قيرت د قتددهقتن فهددو قريرت د ق
وة ٪ق....9قرقتقيستةتقق واقعتهقيرةيسرس قرر قق ة قيرةي دواقيري دراقررد قةسدي قرشدوف قيرتشدر ق
()PSNRقيد د إقير ددرفقيرةان د د قرير ددرفقيرةة ند د .قت ددهقيسد دومقق ةد د قPSNRقوق PSNR1قرتض ددة إق
يرتةر دهقيرةيوشددفقةددبقضرجقيري وةددو
ترإقتةر ه .ق

قPSNR2قر تضددة إقةددبقيرتةر دهقيرةع ددرا قرقPSNR3قر تضددة إق
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ر وة قق ة قPSNR3قه قيألع قةةفيقرتضة إقيثةوإقي ق يط.قر وة قق ة قPSNR2قأع ق
ةإق PSNR1قر فدبقألروقرر قيةع واقضرجقيرتةر ه.قرقتقرريةد قياتل دو قي دف قطن ند ق د قيعدضق
أضريجقةة ن د قتقتةر ه د قرألرددوقيسدديمقيسددتاتيهقير ددرفقألي قتددتفجقفةددوتي قرةددبقألرددو ق ةددهقرددإق ليددةق
ترإق يددققتق د قر ددلقير ددرفت إ.قأقتددفحقةاطددطقيرتضددة إقيريددت قLSB5قيي ددلق ددتهقتضددة إقأضريجق
يري وةو قريريو تو قيرتةر ه قةةوقأتاقرر قرضير قأيقتةوقضقي في.
الكلمااات المفتاحيااة:قسددت نوةرا يف

ضريج ق
قي وةددو قسددف ق ددرف قةان د قتضددة إ قيسددتافيج قةيوفة د قيال ق

يرةدةراقيالاتيوفي قي وةو قتةر ه .
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Chapter One
Introduction

2

1.1 Background
Data security has gained more attention recently due to the rise in cyber espionage,
and the massive increase in data transfer rate over the internet which resulted in more
documents being exchanged in digital form. Security of data requires protecting data from
access, modification, sharing or even viewing by unauthorized users, allowing only
authorized users for such access. Data hiding is an approach that aims to protect data
through concealing its existence from adversaries, but this approach needs strengthening to
prevent an attacker from access to data in case the existence of hidden data is detected by
analytical means.
There are many areas of security technology that deals with the protection of secret
data; the most important of these techniques are cryptography and steganography.
The first technique is cryptography which is referred to as “the study of secret”. It
includes encryption and decryption processes, Encryption is the process of converting
normal text to unreadable form, where the sender uses an encryption key to encrypt the
message to transmit it through the insecure public channel. Decryption is the process of
converting encrypted text to normal text in the readable form, thus the reconstruction of the
original message is possible only if the receiver has the decryption key (Thakur & Kumar,
2011).
The second technique is steganography which is defined as a method of security
that hides data among the bits of a cover file, where the secret message is inserted in
another medium so that the very existence of the secret message is not detectable. The
cover file can be image, audio or video; the most commonly used being the image files, in
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which unused or insignificant bits are replaced with the secret data (Singh & Siddiqui,
2012).
Cryptography differs from steganography in that cryptography is implemented by
changing the data into a form that cannot be understood, while steganography is
implemented by hiding the data itself. This research work focuses on protecting data
security through hiding the data using steganography techniques, and detecting adversaries
changes or modification to the data through using integrity enhancement features.

1.2 Problem Statement
The steganography approach relies on hiding secret messages inside innocentlooking messages or documents in order to dissuade the enemy from attempting to find the
secret message. However, what if the enemy discovered the secret message and decided on
a deception act by changing the secret message in some ways so that to feed the intended
recipient

with

disinformation

(disinformation is

intentionally false or

inaccurate information that is spread deliberately).
The main problem area to be tackled in this work is the detection of attackeralteration of a hidden secret message.
The research work deals with the problem of enhancing the steganography layer of
a secret protection method by adding an integrity verification layer that will help to identify
possible modifications of a secret message that was not part of the original message.
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1.3 Research Questions
1. Is it possible to enhance the integrity of a secret message that is embedded in a
carrier image, in case of detection of the secret message.
2. Is it possible to enhance the secrecy of a secret message that is embedded in a
carrier image, in case of detection of the secret message.
3. Can the alterations to a secret message by an attacker be detected.
4. Will the inclusion of integrity features degrade the carrier image quality.

1.4 Objectives
The aim of this work is to enhance the integrity and security of the hidden secret
message. To realize this aim, integrity verification data will be added to the secret data, so
that any alteration to the secret message during transmission between sender and receiver
are detected. The added integrity verification data will serve in strengthening of the secret
message’s secrecy, in case the existence of the secret message is detected.

1.5 Contributions
Enhancing security and integrity of the hidden secret data as in points below:
1. Using pair comparison and checksum make it possible to detect any alteration to the
secret message.
2. Using pair comparison helps the user to identify location of alterations and contents
of the altered bytes, for various purposes such as identifying patterns of the attacks.
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3. Using an added decoy data helps to improve secrecy of the hidden secret message if
it is uncovered.

1.6 Motivation
The steady increase in malicious attacks on private, business and government
documents by adversaries of various kinds has motivated researchers and developers in the
information security field to seek technical solutions to protect the privacy of documents
sent over communication channels.
The present work is motivated by the need for a more secure solution for protecting
secret data that is being transmitted over communication channels, to strengthen the privacy
and integrity of the secret data.

1.7 Thesis Organization
This thesis contains five chapters:
 Chapter one presents an introduction to the steganography, the problem statement,
research

questions,

objectives,

contribution

and

motivation.

 Chapter two presents background overview of steganography, types of
steganography, steganography techniques, and related work.
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 Chapter three presents the proposed work and methodology, design considerations of
the proposed model, data layout of the secret file, data layout of the cover file,
embedding and extracting algorithm.
 Chapter four presents implementations of the proposed model, the experimental work
and discussion of results.
 Chapter five presents conclusions and future work.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

8

2.1 Background and Definitions
Steganography technique is generally defined as the art and science of writing
hidden messages without anyone noticing the existence of this message, other than the
sender (steganographer) and the intended recipient. Steganography is originally a Greek
word that means concealed writing. The word "Steganography" is divided into two parts:
Steganos which means “secret or covered” (where you want to hide the secret messages)
and the graphy that means “writing” (text). Although different definitions of
steganography exist, but the concept is one which means the hiding of sensitive information
or secret messages into another media file such as image, text, sound, and video (ALShatnawi & AlFawwaz, 2013 and Vaman, et al., 2013).
The main purpose of using the steganography technique is to avoid attracting
attention to the transmission of hidden information. However if doubt is increased about the
contents of a document, the goal of concealing a hidden secret inside that document
becomes less likely to achieve its objectives because once an observer notices any change
in the sent document, he will try to know the hidden information inside the document.
The main components used in steganography systems are:
- Cover message (is the carrier of the secret message such as image, video, audio,
text, or some other digital media)
- Secret message (is the information which needs to be hidden in a suitable digital
media cover).
- Secret key (is used to control access to the hidden data).
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- Embedding algorithm (is the way that is usually used to embed the secret data in
the cover message).
- Extracting algorithm (is the way to extract the hidden data from the stego file).
In the Steganography system scenario, before the hiding process, the sender must
choose the right message carrier, i.e image, video, audio, text, and then choose the effective
secret messages as well as the strong password (which supposed to be known by the
receiver). The effective and suitable steganography algorithm must be chosen that is
capable of encoding the message in a more secure method. Then the sender can send the
stego file by email or chatting, or by other modern techniques. The stego file is the cover
document which carries within it a message with the secret information. After receiving the
message by the receiver, the message can be decoded by using the extracting algorithm and
the same password used by the sender (AL-Shatnawi & AlFawwaz, 2013). The
steganography system general scenario is shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Steganography System Scenario
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2.2 Types of Steganography
Almost all digital file formats can be used in the steganography process, but the
formats that are more suitable than other formats depends on the redundancy level which is
available. The redundant bits of an object are those bits that can be changed without easily
detecting this change. In fact, the most used carrier file on the internet is digital images.
(Hamid, Yahya, Ahmad & Al-Qershi, 2012).
Text steganography is the hardest type of steganography compared with the other
types of steganography because of the low degree of redundancy in text as compared to
image, audio or video. Redundancy can be described as the bits of a media signal or file
that provide more image accuracy than needed (Channalli & Jadhav, 2009).
Steganographic systems use media objects as cover medium such as video, image,
audio and text. Digital images are often used in sending out pictures by email and other
Internet communication (Bahirat & Kolhe, 2014).
Steganography can be classified into four types, as shown below:
Steganography

Text

Video
Image

Audio

Figure 2.2 Types of Steganography
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2.2.1 Text Steganography
Hiding information in this method is historically the most important method of
steganography. This method is an obvious method to hide a secret message in every nth
letter of every word of a text message. This method has decreased in importance only since
the beginning of the internet and all the different digital file formats. This method is not
used very often because text files have a very small amount of redundant data (Morkel,
Eloff, & Olivier, 2005).

2.2.2 Image Steganography
When taking the cover object as image to hide the secret data in steganography is
referred as image steganography. In this type pixel intensities are used to hide the
information. In digital steganography technique the images are widely used cover source
because there are number of bits display in digital representation of an image (Singh &
Kaur, 2015).

2.2.3 Video Steganography
Most of the presented techniques on images and audio can be applied to video files
also because Video files are generally a combination of images and sounds. Video files
have the great advantages which is the large amount of data that can be hidden within video
file and the fact that it is a moving stream of images and sounds. Therefore, any small but
otherwise noticeable distortions might go unobserved by humans because of the continuous
flow of data (Kaur, Kaur & Singh, 2014).
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2.2.4 Audio Steganography
In this type, the secret data are embedded in an audio file. The technique used in
this type is disguising, which takes advantage of the ability of the human ear to hide
information inconspicuously. In audio steganography soft audible sound can go undetected
in the presence of another loud audible sound. The large size of audio files makes audio
steganography is less preferable. (Chavda, Doshi, & Deulkar, 2014).

2.3 Steganography Techniques
2.3.1 Spatial Domain
The secret messages are embedded in the cover file directly. In the spatial domain,
the least significant bits (LSB) are replaced with bits from the secret message. (Shelke,
Dongre, & Soni, 2014).
Noticing the slight difference of colors is not easy. Therefore this method exploits
the natural weakness of Human Visual System (HVS) therein. This method can be used in
grayscale image and color image by changes some the 8 bit of image's data in the grayscale
image so that the alteration of image’s is not perceptible for human eyes. Also, when using
RGB image the least significant bit of each color components can be used. Therefore, the
potential capacity for hiding secret data in a RGB image is triple of the image which has the
same size in the grayscale format (Bashardoost, Sulong, & Gerami 2013).
Advantages of the LSB technique are that the original image degradation is not easy to
detect and the hiding capacity is more, which means more information can be stored in an
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image object. Disadvantage of spatial domain of LSB technique is the robustness is low
therefore the hidden information can be destroyed by attacks (Devi, 2013).

2.3.2 Transform Domain
The secret data is hidden in cover document by modulating such as: Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (Goel et al., 2013), as follows:

1. Discrete Cosine Transform Technique (DCT):
DCT is mathematical function that transforms digital image data from the spatial
domain to the frequency domain. In this type, after transforming the image in
frequency domain, the secret data is embedded in the least significant bits of the
medium frequency components and it is specified for lossy compression.

2. Discrete Wavelet Transform Technique (DWT)
It is a mathematical function which transforms digital image data from the spatial
domain to the frequency domain.

2.4 Categories of Steganography
Steganoraphic systems can be classified into three different categories depending upon
the embedding and extraction procedures used (Mishra, Mishra & Adhikary, 2014), as
follow:
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2.4.1

Pure steganography (or No Key Steganography - NKS): The secret message
is hidden in a cover image directly without using any key. This form of
steganography is the simplest and weakest. The success of this hidden
communication depends upon the assumption that the attackers are not aware
this cover contains the secret message.

2.4.2

Secret Key Steganography (SKS): Using secret key, the secret message is
embedded into cover image and extracted out of the stego image. Both the
receiver and transmitter have common agreed upon these keys in this type of
steganography. The keys can be separately shared between both the receiver and
the transmitter using some particular channel prior to the real transmission
begins. Higher security is the strength of this system. Parties other than the
intended receiver cannot recover the secret message or will require very high
computational time and capacity to retrieve the secret message applying some
brute force methods. The robustness of this system lies with the secrecy of the
keys and the hardest part in this type of steganography is how to share the keys
between the transmitter and the receiver with maintaining their secrecies.

2.4.3

Public Key Steganography (PKS): To hide the secret information, this method
of steganography uses a pair of public key and private key. In order to be
capable to extract the hidden information, the parties other than the intended
receivers need to know both the private key and public key used for embedding
and the encryption algorithms used. Therefore, this method is robust.
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2.5 Steganalysis Attacks
Steganalysis is the science of detecting secret messages hidden in a cover object using
steganography techniques. The goal of steganalysis is to discover the presence of embedded
message and to break the security of its carrier (Nissar & Mir A., 2010). There are three
different types of steganalysis attacks as follow:
2.5.1

Visual attacks: this type of attacks represents the easiest form of steganalysis.
Visual attacks examine the stego files to detect any alteration may be noticed
through comparison between cover image and stego image by the naked eye to
see the difference between them(Qasem, 2014)

2.5.2

Statistical attacks: with true statistical analysis, we can determine if an image
has been changed or not. Visual analysis and statistical analysis are two major
techniques included in steganalysis. Visual analysis attempts to detect the
presence of hidden data through inspection by the naked eye or ear in the case of
sound. Statistical analysis tries to reveal tiny alterations in a carrier objects
statistical behavior caused by steganographic embedding (Sarayreh, 2014). In
this type, the attacks may be passive attack or active attack. A passive attack is
used to identifying presence the secret message or absence the secret message or
embedding algorithm used. An active attack is used to examine embedded
message length or hidden message location or secret key used in embedding
(Devi, 2013).

2.5.3

Structural attacks: The data files format changes as the hidden information
that is embedded; identifying these changes of characteristic structure can help
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us to detect the presence of image file (Devi, 2013). For instance, when adding
an alpha channel to an RGB BMP stego image the structure will change to 32
bits without changing the format file (Al-Bayati, 2016).

2.6 Evaluation of Steganography Techniques
Steganography techniques can be characterized into three properties: 1) imperceptibility
2) robustness 3) hiding capacity, as follows:
2.6.1

Imperceptibility

The main goal of steganography is imperceptibility. A person when views a cover
object should not be able to distinguish that the cover object contains embedded
information or not contains embedded information. The goal is that the cover medium
before hiding secret information and after hiding secret information should appear identical
(Bahirat & Kolhe, 2014).
2.6.2

Robustness

It refers to the degree of difficulty required to destroy embedded data without
destroying the cover image (Sumathi, Santanam & Umamaheswari, 2013).
2.6.3

Capacity

It refers to the maximum amount of information that can be hidden inside the cover
image. It is represented in bits per pixel (bpp) (Swain & Lenka, 2014).
These properties are used to measure the performance of the steganographic system. It
is not possible to maximize imperceptibility, robustness and capacity at the same time;
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therefore, these items must meet an acceptable balance by the application. Imperceptibility
becomes the most important requirement when steganography technique is used as a way
for hiding communication, while robustness and possibly capacity can be sacrificed (Hamid
N. et al., 2012). A tradeoff between those properties is shown in figure2.3 below.
Capacity

Imperceptibility

Robustness

Figure 2.3: Tradeoff between Image Steganography Properties (Hamid N. et al.,
2012).

2.7 Quality Evaluation Metrics
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE) are two metrics
used to evaluate the quality of an image. PSNR represents the ratio between the maximum
possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its
representation. This ratio evaluates the quality of a cover image embedded with secret data
and a reference image. MSE represents the average squared difference between a reference
image and a distorted image. The smaller value of MSE represents less differences between
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the two images, which results in higher PSNR according to equation (1). The MSE value is
computed pixel-by-pixel by adding up the squared differences of all the pixels and dividing
by the total pixel count (Singh & Kaur, 2015). The MSE value is calculated in equation (1)
below, and the value of PSNR is computed in the equation (2).
𝑛−1
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑚 1𝑥 𝑛 ∑𝑚−1
𝑖=0 ∑𝑗=0 ‖𝑂(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗)‖
𝑀𝐴𝑋 2

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 log10 ( 𝑀𝑆𝐸 )

…... (1)
.….. (2)

The symbol O is the original image pixel value and the symbol D is the distorted
image pixel value, and “m × n” is the size of image. The MAX is 255 which is the peak
value of the pixels in an image when pixels are presented in an 8-bit format (Yalman,
2013).

2.8 Integrity Checking Methods
When data is transmitted between sender and receiver, the data can be altered
during the transmission process, either unintentionally as a result of communication
channel problems, or intentionally through the action of an adversary. Many integrity
checking techniques have been used such as parity checking, CRC and similar methods.
The most widely used integrity verification method is the checksum technique (Sivathanu,
Wright & Zadok, 2005), which is often used to verify downloads from websites.
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The Checksum Integrity Method
Integrity of transmitted data can be verified by comparing the stored check-sum
values with the newly calculated checksum values for each data read. This method is
generated using a hash function method.
The checksum method cannot help in recovery of data but can help in detecting
integrity violations for two reasons. The first one, the mismatching between the saved
checksum value and the calculated checksum value just means that one of these values was
modified without offering information about which of them is legitimate. Stored checksums
can be corrupted or modified. The second reason for recovery data problems of checksum
is that it is generally calculated by using a one-way hash function and the data cannot be
reconstructed to offer values of checksum (Sivathanu et al., 2005).
The purpose of using checksum in the present work is to verify that the extracted
data is exactly the same as the original embedded secret data without any alterations by
adversaries during the transmission process.

2.9 Grayscale Image
Grayscale image formats are used to represents images with picture elements that
range from black to white, through several gray levels or shades.
A grayscale image can be of one channel (8 bit depth) or of three channels (24 bit
depth). The most widely used grayscale image format is the one channel (8 depth) method.
This format is used in research in information hiding (Ker, 2005). There are several formats
for 8-bit grayscale images; the main formats are BMP, PGM and GIF.
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In this research, we are going to deal with grayscale images of the PGM (Portable
Graymap Format) format, which has been used in many research projects in information
hiding, such the work that uses the BOSSbase 1.01 dataset (BOSSbase, 2017).
The following example demonstrate the hiding of data within a one-channel
grayscale image. Suppose the original image eight pixels have the following grayscale
values:
11010010
01001010
10010111
10001100
00010101
01010111
00100110
01000011
To conceal the binary value 10000011 that refers to the letter C, we would replace
the LSBs of these pixels to have new grayscale values, as fallowing:
11010011
01001010
10010110
10001100
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00010100
01010110
00100111
01000011
The difference between the cover image (original image) and the stego image will
be hardly noticeable to the human eye (Goel et al., 2013).

2.10 Related Work
This part describes several previous studies which used the LSB technique, to
improve the security of the embedded secret message, or to improve the capacity of the
cover image.
The thesis by Qasem (2014) is based on the spatial method, it presents two models
by extending the LSB method to store 4 bits (half-byte) in each color byte of the RGB
channels, thereby crossing the limit of 3- bits that is considered as the limit of un-noticeable
change to a color channel. (Embed-All) and (Embed-Odd) are two algorithms presented in
this thesis. The first algorithm (Embed-All) which stores the hidden image in the RGB
channels of successive pixels (odd and even pixels). A hiding capacity of this algorithm
gives of 50% of the available pixel capacity. The second algorithm (Embed-Odd) which
stores the hidden image in the RGB channels of the odd pixels, while changing RGB
channels of even pixels by adding or subtracting the difference between the secret image
half-bytes, and the LSB half-bytes of the odd pixels. The purpose of this change is twofold,
in the odd pixel to neutralize the color change, and to add noise to the even pixel in order to
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confuse the attacker. The presented two algorithms were implemented in Matlab 2012b,
and used standard images as cover such as Lena, but for secret images, the choice was for
jpg images of various sizes, up to the maximum hiding capacity of the cover images.
The reported result of this work does not show any noticeable difference to the human eye,
even for the successive pixels method (Embed-All). This thesis used image comparison
metrics such as PSNR which has shown acceptable distortion values even when hiding to
the maximum capacity of an image.
The paper by Kekre et al (2011) proposed a steganalysis method based on
advantages that are extracted from co-occurrence matrix of an image. Two unlike distance
measures: Absolute distance and Euclidean distance are used for the purpose of
classification. This scheme beats previous works in steganalysis for LSB hiding. It works in
case of both grayscale image and color image. The results using Euclidean distances are
better than using Absolute distance by 265% in color images and by around 329% in
grayscale images. Detection accuracy in case of the color images is better than that of
grayscale images by nearly 18% in Absolute distance and almost same in Euclidean
distance. Supremacy is observed for low embedding rates. The feature vectors which
consist of the diagonal d0 exhibit poor results as compared to feature vectors that do not
comprise the diagonal d0.
The paper by Salih and Al-Jarrah (2015) introduced several steganography methods
to ensure secure use of internet, the current those methods cannot verify the presence of
attacks in secret messages. Thus, this paper introduces the development of an advanced
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Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique; Bi-LSB to solve the low security and capacity
problems of the traditionally used LSB techniques.
The proposed technique is evaluated based on adding an AWGN to the stego file
before extracting the embedded messages to analyze its effect on the PSNR values and then
comparing the extracted message with the original one based on checking the integrity. The
Results show that there is an obvious reduction in the values of PSNR after adding the
AWGN attack.
The thesis by Sarayreh (2014) investigated the hiding of text messages and
documents within the alpha channel of RGBA color images. It is implemented in two
phases: the first phase which the secret text is stored as bits in the LSB part of the alpha
channel. while the second phase is to separate the alpha channel from the RGB channels of
the stego image, and to attach the alpha channel to a different image, a semi-stego, with
different RGB channels values, in other words to Swap the alpha channel of the two unrelated images. The proposed model discussed hiding capacity in the 3 bits per pixel (bpp),
which is the same as changing one bit per color channel in an LSB method, but it has the
advantage that no change can be detected in the analysis of the RGB channels. in the
experimental work, The PSNR results for the maximum hiding capacity is considered
acceptable as it is well above 30, and the proposed SWAP procedure will improve undetectability by separating the alpha channel containing the secret text from the indicator
RGB channels.
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The paper by Laskar and Hemachandran (2012) employed a method for applications
that require high-volume embedding with robustness against certain statistical attacks. This
method which presents is an attempt to identify the requirements of a good data hiding
algorithm and it is not intended to replace steganography or cryptography but rather to
supplement it. If a message is encrypted and hidden using LSB steganographic method the
embedding capacity increases and thus we can to hide large volume of data and the method
satisfies the requirements such as capacity, security and robustness which are intended for
data hiding. The resulting stego-image can be transmitted without revealing that secret
information is being exchanged. If an attacker was to defeat the steganographic technique
to detect the secret message which is hidden inside the stego-object, the attacker would still
require the cryptographic decoding key to decipher the encrypted message. The main aim in
this paper is to develop a system with extra security features where a meaningful piece of
text message can be hidden by combining two basic data hiding techniques.
The paper by Ker (2005) uses the HCF method which in the detection of
steganography in grayscale images. Two novel ways of applying the HCF are introduced:
calibrating the output using a downsampled image and computing the adjacency histogram
instead of the usual histogram. Extensive experimental results show that the new detectors
are reliable, vastly more so than those previously known.
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In conclusion, published research on steganography has focused on various
techniques for enhancing the hiding of secret data in cover media. However, it did not
consider integrity problems that can occur if the cover media is modified by an attacker.
Therefore, the proposed work addresses the integrity verification feature that can be
combined with the steganography method.
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Chapter Three
Methodology
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3.1 Outline of the Proposed Methodology
The methodology adopted in this thesis is based on experimental work for embedding
a secret image within a cover image using the LSB method, attacking the resulting stego
image, and verifying integrity of the stego image after the attack. The experimental data is
based on using existing public image datasets that are the product of academic research.
The proposed model is implemented in the MATLAB environment. Implementation of the
proposed model is divided into three modules: Embed: deals with storing the secret
message in a cover image and calculates the checksum; Attack: deals with modifying the
stego image by randomly replacing bits; and Extract-Verify: deals with extracting the secret
message as well as checking the integrity of the extracted secret message.

3.2 Main Functional Points of the Proposed Method
The main aim of the proposed work is to enhance the security of a secret message sent
over communication networks by combining several functional points:
1. Concealing the secret message in a grayscale image which is sent over
communication channel in order to prevent a potential attack by an adversary.
2. Adding decoy data, in order to confuse the attacker in case the presence of a secret
message is detected by some steganalysis tool, and the attacker attempted to
uncover the secret message.
3. The embedding process should result in a stego image that is less likely to be
detectable by meeting un-detectability criteria such as the visual imperceptibility
and the PSNR metric.
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4. Adding a checksum to the stego image in the embedding process, and calculating a
second checksum during the extraction process. The checksums will be used to
detect if any alteration has happened by comparing the two checksums.
5. The recovered secret file should be equal to the original secret file in contents and
format if the stego has not been attacked.
6.

Apply an attack to produce changes in the stego image that needs to be detected by
the extraction process.

7. Extract the secret message and verify its integrity using the checksum comparison.
8. In case an attacked is detected, identify locations of bytes of the secret image that
has been changed, by comparing the data bit pair and the decoy bit pair in every
byte.

3.3 Design Considerations of the Proposed Model
1. The grayscale cover images are used to store the hidden secret multimedia files and
the decoy data which is used to confuse the attackers on the real data. The hiding
capacity will be 50% of the available data area of the stego image, where 25% of
the hiding area will be used to embed the secret message, and 25% for storing the
decoy data, which will be used in the integrity checking. Two bits of the real secret
data and two bits of the decoy data will be stored in the right half-bytes of the stego
images, without alteration to the left half-bytes to avoid perceivable visual
distortion.
2. During the embedding process, the secret multimedia file will read as a stream of
bytes, regardless of its format.
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3. The secret multimedia file which is embedded in grayscale cover image will be split
vertically into four fragments, i.e. each fragment contains two bits.
4. The two-bit fragments of the secret message will replace 2-LSB fragments of bytes
of the stego image. The third and fourth LSB bits of each byte will be used to store
the two-bit fragments of the decoy data, which will be an inverted copy of the
original secret data fragment.
5. Comparing the cover image with the stego image, the PSNR results should be
identical to results produced by acceptable standard image comparison software
such as Imagemagic.
6. The maximum hiding capacity that a grayscale cover image can store a secret image
using 2-LSB, is:
HC = Width x Height / 4
For example, a cover image of 512 x 512 resolution (262.144 bytes) can be
embedded with up to 65,536 bytes (64 kb).

3.4 Data Layout of the Secret File
The secret multimedia file which will be embedded in the cover image is processed
as a stream of bytes; where each byte pixel is split into four two-bit fragments (bit pairs),
and each fragment will be stored in 2-LSB bits of bytes of the cover image. As shown in
figure 3.1
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p1 p2 p3 p4

P1

p2

Byte 1

Byte 2

p3

p4

……..
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p2

p3

p4

Byte N

Figure 3.1: Reading Secret Image as a Stream of Bytes

3.5 Data Layout of the Cover (Stego) File
Each pixel of the grayscale cover image consists of one byte (8 bits), where only the
right half-byte (4 bits) of each byte will store the embedded data. The least significant two
bits of the right half-byte (q1) will store the secret message fragments, while the most
significant two bits of the right half-byte (q2) will store the decoy data. As shown in figure
3.2

MSB

q2

q1

Pixel 1

MSB

q2

q1

Pixel 2
.
.
.

MSB

q2

q1

Pixel N

Figure 3.2 Grayscale Cover Image
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3.6 The Alteration Detection Methods
Two techniques are used for detecting an alteration to the embedded secret message,
during the extraction and verification process:
3.6.1

Pair comparison: using the right half-byte (4-LSB) for hiding the secret data,
the right two-bit fragments (2-LSB) is used for hiding the original secret data
and other two bit fragments (2-LSB) is used to embed the decoy data which
is an inverse of the two-bit fragments of secret data. During the verification
process, the data bit pair and the decoy pair of an extracted bytes of the secret
message will be compared, after the decoy is re-inverted, and the two pairs
should match if the byte is clean, i.e. it has not been altered. In case of pairs
mismatched, that byte is flagged as an altered byte. This process will produce
a list of the locations of altered bytes.

3.6.2

Checksum comparison: checksum function is used in the implementation of
the proposed model to detect any alteration to the secret data. Some special
cases of alterations that cannot be detected by the pair comparison, the
checksum comparison will detect by comparing the embedding checksum
and the extracting checksum values.
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3.7 The Processing Method

3.7.1 Embedding
The secret data will be processed one byte at a time, regardless of its file type format,
and then each byte is split into pairs of bits. Each secret bit pair is stored in the LSB bit
pairs of the next available channel. A checksum of the secret file will be generated using
the MATLAB function ‘get-file-checksum’, which implements the MD5 checksum
algorithm (Sivathanu.et al, 2005). The file checksum will be embedded in the stego file, for
later comparison at the extraction / verification stage. Alternatively the checksum value can
be saved in a file for later use by the extract-verify module. The embedding process
proceeds as in the following algorithms.
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A- The Main Embedding Algorithm

Figure 3.3: The Main Embedding Algorithm
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B- Process the Secret Bytes Algorithm

Figure 3.4: Process the Secret Bytes Algorithm
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3.7.2 Extraction and Integrity Verification
The stego file bytes will be processed starting from the initial location of hiding.
Each group of four 2bit pair extracted from four bytes of the stego image will be combined
into one secret byte. The extraction process will proceed as in the following algorithms:
A- Extract-Verify Main Algorithm

Figure 3.5: Extract-Verify Main Algorithm
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B- Process Stego Bytes

Figure 3.6: Process Stego Bytes
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Example on embedding a secret byte with inverse decoy in four cover bytes
Secret Byte "M" (Ascii 77)
0 1 0 0 1 1 0
P1

P2

P3

P4

All Bytes Contain 183
Cover Bytes

The pink pairs are decoy
(noise)
Stego Bytes

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Left Half

Left Half

Right Half

Right Half

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

Left Half

Left Half

Right Half

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
Left Half

Right Half

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
Left Half
Right Half

Right Half

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Left Half

Left Half

Right Half

Right Half

Extracted Byte ("M")
0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
Left Half
Right Half

Figure 3.7: Example on Embedding a Secret Byte with Inverse Decoy in Four
Cover Bytes
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Summary of detection cases: 12 cases of flips are detected by pair comparison, and 3 cases
of flips are detected by checksum comparison, as shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Example on Alteration Detection Cases Using Bit-Pairs

Detection of Bit Flips in Two Bit-Pairs (Assume the two
pairs are initially all 0)
One Side Change (Detected by Two Pairs comparison)
Decoy Bit-Pair
True Bit-Pair
Bit1
0
1
1
0
0
0

Bit2
1
0
1
0
0
0

Bit1
0
0
0
0
1
1

Bit2
0
0
0
1
0
1

Two Sides Different Changes (Detected by Two Pairs
Comparison)
Decoy Bit-Pair
True Bit-Pair
Bit1
1
0
1
1
0
1

Bit2
0
1
1
1
1
0

Bit1
0
1
0
1
1
1

Bit2
1
0
1
0
1
1

Two Sides Same Changes (Detected by CheckSum Comparison)
Decoy Bit-Pair
True Bit-Pair
Bit1
0
1
1

Bit2
1
0
1

Bit1
0
1
1

Bit2
1
0
1
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Chapter Four
Experimental Results and Discussion
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4.1 Overview
The proposed model was implemented in MATLAB R2015a environment. The
R2015a version was chosen because the required file checksum function was not available
prior to 2014. The experimental work used uncompressed grayscale images as cover
objects of the PGM format. The implemented system utilized the least significant bits
(LSB) replacement method which used 4 LSB bits to hide the secret data and the integrity
verification /decoy data.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
The performance of the proposed model is evaluated using the following metrics:
4.2.1

PSNR: the PSNR value gives a measure of the distortion in a stego image in

comparison with the clean image.
4.2.2

Detection rate: ratio of the number of detected altered bytes to the actual

number of altered bytes during the attack phase. It is used in evaluating the detection
performance during the experiments.

4.3 Alterations Detection Output
The implemented system provides the following alteration detection output:
4.3.1

Pair comparison detection list: This list contains the byte position within

an extracted secret image of every byte that has been detected, during the extractverify phase, which has been altered during an attack. It is generated through pair
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comparison between the original secret bit pair and the decoy bit pair. An image that
has a zero detection list is an un-attacked image.
4.3.2

Checksum mismatch result: The implemented system compares the

embedded checksum that is added during embedding process, with a checksum
calculated during the extraction process. A checksum mismatch output is an
indication that an alteration of the stego image has occurred. The checksum value
for the image is generated using a function call in MATLAB.

4.4 Experimental Data Set
To evaluate the proposed model we used the BOSSbase1.01 dataset which contains
10000 grayscale 8 bit PGM images. The first 1000 images of the dataset were chosen for
our

experiment.

The

dataset

was

downloaded

from

the

URL

address

(http://dde.binghamton.edu/dounloaded/). It is a research dataset developed by the Digital
Data Embedding Lab, New York University of Binghamton. The dimensions of these
image are 512 width x 512 height, which resulted in 256 KB image size. In this research,
the secret image (Girl.BMP) was embedded within all of 1000 images, using the spatial
domain LSB technique. Appendix A contains a sample of 1000 images from the
BOSSbase1.01 dataset. The secret image that was used in the experiment is “Girl.BMP”,
whose image size is 59.4 KB and dimension is 142 x 142 pixels, was downloaded from
USC-SIPI image Database (2017).
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4.5 Implementation
The implementation of the experimental work consists of the following three modules:
4.5.1 Embedding module: This module performs batch embedding of the secret image
inside the 1000 grayscale PGM cover images, using the 4-LSB steganography
method. Each byte of the secret image is split into 4 bit pairs, where each bit pair
is stored in the 2-LSB bits of the stego byte. A copy of the secret bit pair is
inverted and stored as a decoy data in the left most 2 bits of the right half-byte of
the stego byte. Also, the checksum value for the secret data is calculated and
embedded in the stego image.
4.5.2 Attack module: this module modifies the stego image by replacing bits of the
right half-bytes, where the secret data is stored, with random values between 0 and
15, as a simulated attack on the stego image. The number of attacked bytes will be
fixed to a certain number so that it will be possible to evaluate the detection
accuracy by comparing the number of detected attacked bytes with the number of
real attacks.
4.5.3 Extract-Verify module: this module extracts the secret image and at the same
time verifies its integrity using the checksum comparison and the pair comparison
of secret bit pair and decoy bit pair. The checksum comparison is based on
matching the embedded checksum value and the checksum value that is generated
in the extraction phase. In addition, this module produces a list of byte positions of
bytes in the extracted secret image that have been detected as being altered bytes.
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4.6 Experimental Work and Discussion of Results
In this experiment, the secret image (Girl.bmp), shown in figure 4.1, was embedded
in the 1000 grayscale images of the BOSSbase1.01 dataset. The embedding process was
repeated three times: in the first run, a straight decoy was embedded with the secret data; in
the second run an inverted decoy was inserted with the secret data; and in the third run the
secret data was embedded without a decoy.

Figure 4.1: The Secret Image
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4.6.1 PSNR results comparison
Table 4.1 shows the three PSNR values for the first 30 images of the dataset, while
Table 4.2 shows the average of PSNR values for the 1000 images. It is not unexpected that
PSNR3 (for the case of embedding without decoy) would be much higher than PSNR1 and
PSNR2, because only 2 bits per bytes were replaced in the PSNR3 case compared to 4 bits
in the other cases.
However, it is worth noting that PNSR2 (embedding an inverted decoy) is higher
than PSNR1 (embedding straight decoy), which indicates that inverting the decoy data has
the added advantage of better imperceptibility as well as the stronger effect in
camouflaging the secret data.

Table 4.1: PSNR Values for 30 Images.
Cover image

PSNR1 embedding

PSNR2 embedding

PSNR3 embedding

with straight decoy

with inverted decoy

without decoy

1.pgm

29.42934

32.71444

43.07699

2.pgm

31.23558

33.36138

44.32859

3.pgm

30.62829

33.12095

44.05103

4.pgm

30.80837

33.20892

44.18352

5.pgm

31.20018

33.38259

44.24337
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6.pgm

31.05044

33.17394

44.31579

7.pgm

30.99863

32.70233

44.31576

8.pgm

31.03489

33.20105

44.33398

9.pgm

31.12844

33.25388

44.32324

10.pgm

31.1861

33.32287

44.33269

11.pgm

30.97208

33.23561

44.2968

12.pgm

28.20471

30.34952

41.40652

13.pgm

31.14236

33.42306

44.25829

14.pgm

31.11022

33.19963

44.29678

15.pgm

30.97415

33.30698

44.28409

16.pgm

30.09848

32.33202

43.23458

17.pgm

30.12707

33.08597

43.65041

18.pgm

31.08214

33.18784

44.3509

19.pgm

31.12556

33.25451

44.35945

20.pgm

31.00561

33.15437

44.21923
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21.pgm

29.89013

32.14829

43.07374

22.pgm

31.10964

33.54375

44.35259

23.pgm

30.9307

33.19923

44.04722

24.pgm

31.1628

33.25672

44.33975

25.pgm

30.89126

33.26037

44.284

26.pgm

31.0805

33.21024

44.33093

27.pgm

31.08056

33.23125

44.33699

28.pgm

30.94401

33.41468

44.131

29.pgm

31.09565

33.26495

44.31866

30.pgm

31.21316

33.36413

44.33865
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Table 4.2: Average PSNR Values for 1000 Stego Images.
PSNR of stego with

PSNR of stego with

straight decoy

inverted decoy

30.6186

32.82157

PSNR of stego without decoy

43.86093

4.6.2 Visual comparison
Figure 4.2 shows a sample of a clean image, figure 4.3 shows the stego image, and
figure 4.4 shows the altered image in which 51,200 bytes were altered. There is no evident
difference between the clean and stego images despite the 4LSB replacement. The altered
stego image does not show any evident difference from the stego image. To eliminate any
possible image difference, an alternative embedding method was used in which the data
decoy pairs were stored in alternate bytes using 2LSB. figure 4.5 shows the stego image
that was generated with alternate embedding, using the secret data image Warbler.jpg
shown in figure 4.6. However, using alternate embedding reduces the maximum secret data
size by 50% compared with 4LSB method.
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Figure 4.2: Sample of a Clean Image

Figure 4.3: The Stego Image
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Figure 4.4: The Altered Stego Image

Figure 4.5: The Stego Image with 2LSB Embedding in Alternative
Bytes
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Figure 4.6: Small Secret Image for 2LSB Embedding in Alternative
Bytes
4.6.3 Attack detection results
The stego images were attacked (altered) using the attack program, in which 51,200
bytes of each stego image were altered. The alteration replaced the 4LSB bits of the bytes
with random values in range the 0-15. The 1000 altered stego images were subsequently
processed by the Extract-Verify program, to extract the hidden secret message and to detect
any integrity violation.
Figure 4.7 shows the extracted secret image after the attack. The attack is obvious to
notice just by viewing the extracted image, it is shown here as a visible demonstration of an
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altered document. However, in a real-world application, attacks on documents might not be
noticeable, depending on the format and contents of the document.

Figure 4.7: The Extracted Secret Image after the Attack.
Table 4.3 shows the detection rate of the first 30 images using the pair comparison
method. The number of bytes per secret image that were attacked is 12,800, which is a
quarter of the actual attacks on the stego images, as each 2 bits of a secret byte is embedded
in a different byte. The few cases where the pair comparison did not detect the attacks,
were detected by the checksum comparison method, but in this case locations of the altered
bytes were not available.
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Table 4.3: Detection Rate Using Pair Comparison for 30 Images (12800
Secret Bytes Altered).
Image

# Detected stego

# Detected secret

bytes attacks

bytes attacks

Detection rate

1.pgm

38412

12748

99.593

2.pgm

38211

12755

99.648

3.pgm

38275

12754

99.640

4.pgm

38365

12754

99.640

5.pgm

38461

12761

99.695

6.pgm

38328

12752

99.625

7.pgm

38308

12749

99.601

8.pgm

38516

12759

99.679

9.pgm

38463

12750

99.609

10.pgm

38206

12754

99.640

11.pgm

38439

12747

99.585

12.pgm

38364

12758

99.671

13.pgm

38456

12750

99.609

14.pgm

38303

12750

99.609

15.pgm

38363

12755

99.648
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16.pgm

38262

12747

99.585

17.pgm

38441

12752

99.625

18.pgm

38357

12750

99.609

19.pgm

38420

12752

99.625

20.pgm

38441

12756

99.656

21.pgm

38413

12752

99.625

22.pgm

38487

12753

99.632

23.pgm

38320

12751

99.617

24.pgm

38291

12733

99.476

25.pgm

38266

12737

99.507

26.pgm

38319

12743

99.554

27.pgm

38380

12751

99.617

28.pgm

38320

12751

99.617

29.pgm

38475

12753

99.632

30.pgm

38501

12740

99.531
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The Extract-Verify program provides a list of location of the altered bytes and
contents of these bytes using pair comparison. Table 4.4 shows a sample from list of
location and content of altered bytes for the first image in the dataset (1.pgm).
Table 4.4: List of Location and Content of Altered Bytes Using Pair
Comparison.
Byte Location

Byte Content

31977

233

31978

74

31979

63

31980

147

31981

223

31982

230

31983

131

31984

126

31985

100

31986

119

31987

75

55

31988

179

31989

195

31990

46

31991

23

31992

192

31993

158

31994

18

31995

177

31996

35

31997

86

31998

7

31999

86

32000

176

32001

65

32002

23

56

32003

139

32004

115

32005

108

32006

209

32007

14

32008

153

32009

244

32010

163

32011

150

32012

42

32013

134

32014

115

32015

14

32016

169

32017

136

57

32018

250

32019

133

32020

209

32021

226

32022

197

32023

175

32024

52

32025

124

32026

80

The altered bytes list can help the user in investigating the pattern of attacks
especially if they happen frequently.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion and Future Work
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5.1 Conclusion
The work in this thesis presented a security enhancement scheme to protect secret
data that are embedded in cover images using the steganography method. The protection
scheme has two objectives:
a. Detect alterations to the stego image that is carrying the secret data, and identify
locations and content of the bytes of the secret data that have been altered.
b. Provide a distortion or camouflage of the secret data if the adversary managed to
uncover the hidden secret data, by adding extra data as a decoy.
The presented scheme was implemented in MATLAB 2015a, and an experimental
work was carried out in which 1000 grayscale images were embedded with a secret data
image, attacked to alter contents of the stego images, and the secret data was extracted and
verified for any change. The verification process involved the proposed data-decoy pair
comparison, as well as checksum comparison.
The obtained results demonstrated that a detection rate of alterations using the datadecoy pair comparison was 99.6%, very close to the 100% outcome of the checksum
comparison method, but with the advantage over the checksum method of knowing which
part of the secret document was changed, which can help the user to understand the nature
of the attack and whether the secret data can be recovered.
The PSNR evaluation results showed that adding a decoy data of 2 bits per byte has
caused a drop in PSNR value from an average of 43.8% to 33.8%, in case of inverted
decoy. Despite this drop in the PSNR value as a result of adding the decoy data, the stego
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image quality is still within the accepted PSNR imperceptibility criteria. However, it is
possible to achieve the higher PSNR value by embedding the data and decoy pairs in
alternate bytes using the 2LSB method.

5.2 Future Work
Based on the present work, the following suggestions for future work are presented:
1. Applying the proposed model to multi-channel images such as RGB (24 bits) and
RGBA (32 bits).
2. Adapting the proposed model to deal with text changes on secret text documents,
where the changes are for multi-characters.
3. Investigating alternative embedding techniques, in combination with adding the
decoy data.

4. Investigating the recovery of altered data using replicated decoy data.
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Appendix A
Sample of BOSSbase1.01 Dataset
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